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ABSTRACT

A suwvey o the literature was oonducted in order to evaluate the ability

of the turbin water to meet the flow measurement needa of the Fleet.

Paromters affeoting water perfo noe were investigated an mell as pertinent

related tics *. The turbine noter is burdened with the inherent venaknses

peculiar to at velocity sensing maters. It was found suitable for future

use in shipboard aut ostion and fueling-at-eea applications under the

follow1g provisos: a turbine ater satisfying current shipbuilding spec-

ifioation access flanige requiremnts should be developed, or the speclfica-

ticem in tbAs demand revised. If one of these canm -t be acoc)lished,

investigate other pulse output =nter types which will :net the access

flange requirement and imy also drive direct totalUsing devises. Aplication

guidelines and stAndard practices should be prepared for the meter type(s)

ultiantey selected for control-iput and fuin-.t-eea use.

;I ,
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SUMMLK PAOR

TIM PHOB3O

To study the state-of-the-art of the turbine r1wnter in order to asseus

its suitability for use in the navel environment. Acquire isfrmetion of

the type needed too prepare speoifications, application guidelins and

standard practioes for the turbine meter.

FINDINGS

The turbine meter is Judged to be suitable for use, with limitatios,

in shipboard automtion (control input) and fusing-at-eea applioatione

provided that me acture develop a mt eeting the access flan e-

quiremot of existing shipbuilding specifications or that these requirements

be revised. Failure to aoomplish at least on of thes meaures virtually

disqualifies the tubine meter from future oonsideration.

Actively solicit developmnt by the industry of a turbine *ter meting

the access flange -equirements in effect today. Simultaneously re-evaluate

this requirement with revision in mind. In the event that both at these

efforts fa.U, investigate other meter types with a pulse ouunt ibiah can

satisfy the access flange requiremen and Mey also be capable of driving

direct totalizing davices. Prepare standard practices end application

guidelines for the turbine mater or any mtor typ deeme appropriate for

similar applioatium. Inoouriae develcment c a flay o itio staniardidig

mecbanism whith might oirmwent approach effects on moet velocity sensing

meters.

ii
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ALMNSTRATIVE XNFGMWION

This projeot vasn atlixed by reference (a). Costs of the projeot wre

oagdto 8F013-06-.20, Task 390 This is a final report.

(a) NBTL Seoi-Annal Progiram Suinry of 1 Aky 1966 (0OTAL)
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NrmNcIATURI

du - various internal dliamters, ft

D = moter bore diameter, ft I
0 m base of natural logrthm

I fluid modul of elasticity, lb/ft3

F forcoe, lb

K - oalibratio factor, oecleg/gILUoU

n = rotor angular v6.ooity, RFM

Q * flow rate, ft ,in

API Americen Petrolelu Mmetitute

ASNE - Amrican Society of mechanical bugineers

AS1Hw Am= rican Society for Teoting and Materia.

P a f£.uid mas density, lb seoe/ft

a fluid absolute viscosity, lb seo/ft

V - fluid kinemtic visooity, f-/eo
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REPORT OF DMMINATMN

IHONUCTIN

Beginning in World War II, now flw metering roquiremsats in mzwy

industries cauved intrumnt engineers to look beyond the traditionally

used variable area, variable head, and poeltive diaplacemnt type flow-

mster. Tbere was a ne need for instruments of bighe accuracy, faster

response, and greater versatility under extreme operating conditions.

This search began in the aircraft engine industry where powerpliants for

larger airfrmes and aupereonio speed& were being developed. Later, the

missile, chemical, and petrolo= inmustries required lailar wter character-

itice altbough in videly-4iffering applioatiotw. Iustrumnt men, actiners

responded to these needs with the turbIme vpe fltoer or transducer.

Thee maters have been devcloped to the point where they are widely used

industrially on many types of flow meaesument aud control applications -

custody transfer, process controls, px)duotion asting, batching, and blending

to n a few. Their use on shipboard, however, has been infrequent fo a

varifty of rMeGao. Notabl en these are existing safety regulations

end the expense of necessary associated electronic equipnt as well as its

maintenazwe. Despite these present day factors aini$ising their use, it

is felt that the turbine rLipneter can wake a future oontribution as ship-

board autmation beoa 8 ae prevalent and r'l4ng-at-see techniques .

s*'bisticated.
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FLUID VYXWC CHARACTER OF TURBM FLOMIZ ES

A Atral3y accepted state&tnt concerning operation, of the turbine

flumatier is that the fluid flowing through the motor chusec the rotor

to turn at a speed directly proportioz-aJ. to the average velocity of the fluid.

This is not entirely true. The effective aTle of the rotor blades determines

the actual speed at which the rotor turaw for a given fluid volume flow (1)1.

It is the "imperfect" characteristics of fluids which cause a large part of

the deviation from ideal meter petfor1n:e, as well as confusing the under-

standing of turbine moter operation., The flov of any real fluid produces

tangential frictional forces whi,4h are caLLed v ',: forces. The action

of utwh in- ernal shearing forces resualts in a degadation of mechanical

energy into heat or unavailable thermal energy (2). In hydraulic terminology,

these sheariDg forces are refer -ed to as "absolute visceit 5" or the ratio

of shearing stress to the rate of shearing strain. Abioiute viscoeity is

-.erred to videly as "dynamic viacositj". The English urats o#

Lute viscosity are pound-second per square fojt. Also used widely if

t-* tezsa "klaamatic viactmity" which is the ratio of dynamic viscov'ity to

fluid as density. The English unito of kinematic viscosity are foet

squared per second.

In he iperation of a turbine meter, it is not poeible to have the

relative velocities of the varioua poa lons of the turbine rot'z perfectly

matching those of the passing fluid. This is true because the rotor must

I Numbers in parentheses designate references listed in the bibliogrepy.

2
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move in a circular path, which is at right angles to the general direction

of the fluid flow and secondly, the distorted velocity profile (due zo the

annular shape of the pwsage) makes it impossible for bladed rotors to

present a constant effective angle to the flowing fluid. This shearing

action coupled with the dynamic viscosity of the fluid causes a motion

opposing torque or force to be exerted upon the rotor. This viscoslty-created

torque will always tend to cause the rotor to move more slowly than ideal.

The rotation-restraining-torque resulting from the effects of viscosity is

directly proportional to the fluid velocity. This means that if the fluid

velocity is doubled, the viscous drag force would double.

In order for the passing fluid to turn a turbine rotor, it must be able

to exert a force that creates a turning torque upon the rotor. This turning

torque is needed to overcome the rotor's own inertia and the viscous drag

up,: the rotor. For a fluid to exert such a force, it must possess bon an

appreciable nass and velocity. With a given density fluid, tho force that

Pan bn exerted is a function of the square of velocity. Thus, if the fluid

velocity rare doubled, the turning Torque available for the rotor would be

four times greater. At a fixed flui4 velocity, the torque available would

be directly proportional to the density of the fluid. Therefore, the fluid

density and velocity level both determine the energy avai&lble for turning
the rotor. The greater the available energy, the closer a rotor's speed

approaches the ideal speed. The "ideal speed" is the speed which is directly

proportional to fluid velocity.

Restating the 7y facts brought out above, it can be said that the effects

3of viscous drag tend to reduce the rotoor speed by a factor directly

3
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prapawlioal tO the flud Velocity. Also, the tiiMIUg WiMA oetbility

th Oaimid is directl.y proportional to its aensti end to %Me square at

Its Velocity.

FACTOM AflTi~G PLRPGSMUQI

The %urbinte t lomter to oetegwised Umadly s a veloci+Ty tpe

IMatr (3]). Tk materd fluid may be etither a liquid or a gas vith the

entire pip. flow passiag through tA* mter.

Figure I aswu a typical turbine type flowmter. This type mater Usamn-

mits Infamtion oocerniAg rotor rotation by generatinig elactrmatic

pulses in a piclup coil outuide the meter cseing, Ni... In tUs pioaup

my be generated by magntived blaes (ome puls per blae), or to pamsag

of a steel blade pat the magstimed am* of ibe picbVi coil (one pulsepe

pole). The pulses ers transmitted tbArough the unbroken momingmetic wall

of the mater casing. A slight magnetic attraction bete~e roter and pebM

coil provides an additional resistivng torque that affects the usable lUait

of the mter's range. The pulses In the pickup coil =ast bp sUplited and

then either counted by an eleotronic totaliser, electmicel1r counted for

a piredstersined gated tiin interval tor rate Indloation, or delivered to a

frequency mater !or rate indioation.

The turbine =ater Is affected in verying degrees by mai'yfetesw These

include flow rate, viscosity, density, texperatuz'e, pro&#=* aM ptmea

piping configuration to nema a few.

These effects, as nearly am is possible, ill be Isolated aM discused

soerately.

C1,
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wmIm agi me W IbTs utrtelpesreloss, voltage ugnitud., frqwwya

at electrtoal signal, and the caaUbatios faotor swqwoo.d in elootrioal pulses

generated per unit volum oC flow. Ti.. eas .YJm we11 fmtiams of flw

rate. figue 2 saos tapoal. perfo ne oaaotoristioa for a turbine mater

cpe'atine ac a low vlaoomity fluid.

1. Pulse Frequeny
2. Calibration atar (K)

ftlses/thit Vls
3.Preesne Lms

510

Flawzue, Percent cc Rated

FIG. 2 T!PICAL TURBIN 15C PVFIMZ
Turbine Intoor ame dsigmad +. have a pmemwe loss af five to ten psiI.' ~at the rated maimm flaw rate.* The pressure loss Is approximtely propor.

tiaa to ibe ofar C flawm rate. * Ca unst be exeralsed when sm1$ig

the turbins meter to mintain a uafficient manm pressure level in order

toa eliainate the bazaar&s of cavitation. This aftlam pressure level varige

vith the partioular inter and fluid in use. 'Xbo. tatisfaotory ister pr

fooinae require, a )dab*s WPlY pressure tben IWi, v,, ind-toate8 by

pramure IQ"sslowe.

6
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3The AC voltage generated in the pickup coil has a magnitude approxiltely

proportional to turbine velocity or rate of flow. It is generally in the

range of 100 to 1000 millivolts IMS depending on the make and type of meter.

The frequency of the generated AC voltage is proportional to flow rate or

turbine velocity and ranges from 200 to 4000 Hertz at a meximum rated flow

depending on meter design. There are both high and low frequency meters on

the market today with the high frequency meters poesessing the advantage of

greater readout resolution and the disadvantage of reduced range of linear

operation.

As shwn in Figure 2, the calibration factor (K) is a function of flow

rate. The- K factor is usually linear within L 0.5 percent for flows within

the range 15 to l00% of rated flow. This statement is true for operation

S with low viscosity fluids, The range of linear operation is, however,

affected by the design and size of the meter, and fluid viscosity. The

nonlinear portion of the K factor curve is caused by the retarding forces

produced by electromagnetic and mechanical loading on the turbine as well

a= changes in flow pattern vithin the meter. The value of the K facor varies

with meter design and can range frc less than 100 cycles per galon to

several hundred thousand cycles per gallon.

The 1aortance of viscolty effee-ts on tUrbius Meter perflors-&e

cannot be overestimated. In addition to being a function cf flow rate,

t factor is also a function of visooeity. Hohreiter (4) perfmed a

dimensioual analysis of turbine type flowmeters in term of flow rate Q,

rotor angular velocity n, meter bore diameter D, fluid density p, and

7
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fluid absolute viscosity H.ie develope-4 following dImnAionloeU

relatiomnsps:

Subtituting kinmatic viscosity p, for abeolute viscosity, the following

wa obtained:

f rid (2)

Mmue quantities can be o rrelated againt e another in the am

Way that com onal, orifice coefficients my be correlated against

Reynolds =mber. C.
Prviaam to Hoehreiter ' work, an analysis of the kinematic flt r

was perforimd by Head (5) to include s8 external force F, fluid cm-

pressibility I and additional gemetric variables such as internal or rotor

diamtere, d, and O to pro&%e the follo ing relationshipe:

Tbaie dimensional relatioahipa are applicable to any type of con-

ti, ntion d.vioe such a the various design of positive displace-

want, turbine and propellor type mters ourrently available. The flow

coefficient - and the viscosity paramter c can be used to describe the

perfmwne of turbine mtre if the retarding forces acting on the turbine

[
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Sare insignificant and an inocapressible fluid is being metered. Experi-

mental work by Schafer (6) shows that significant deviationa 7,ram a smooth

plot of these two quantities are caused by retardig forces shose effect

depends upon meter design and varies considerably between different sizes

and makes. Therefore, the parameters developed by Hochreiter cannot be

used for turbine meters with the sawe precision as, for example, the

Coefficient of Discharge versus Reynolds number relationship for orifices.

The effect of viscosity on turbine meter linearity is explained by one

manufacturer (7) in term of boundary layer. The skin friction (viscous

effect of the boundary layer) is a function of Reynolds number. Flow in

the boundary layer is laminar at low Reynolds numbers and turbulent at

high Reynolds abers while in the transition region there is a gradual

ahange frca laminar to turbulent flow. Let us consider the application of

a given size meter to a low viscosity fluid, where flow is turbulent at

the meter's minim= operating frequency. An increase in fluid viscosity

at this min'-- frequency produces a decrease in Reynolds n=&ber which,

if largo enaugh, will produc* flt in the tranaltion region. In this region,

viscos drag actually decreases with a corresponding increase in K factor

at this frequency. A further increase in viscosity and decrease in Reynolds

number causes laminar flow with an attendant decrease in K factor due to

increasing viscous drag.

This short discourse explains the characteristic "hump" and rapid

"drop off" in the K factor curve in Figure 2. The exact shape of this curve

depends on meter geometry, manufacturer and flow range. In low capacity

meters, the viscous drag may be of such magnitude as to eliminate linearity

entirely, i.e. the entire curve will have a significant positive slope.

It can be said that low flow rates, small meter sizes and high

9
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viscosities all ted to decrease the linear range of a mter.

In uiry, the exact influence of viscosity on a particular turbin

meter nannot be accurately estimated. To obtain precise meter oalibration

fonation, a meter should be ea ibrated under viscosity conditions a

near an possible to those to be encountered in use. Viscosity corrections

obtained for a particular meter should be used oaretully iiso they are

act always applicable to other asters of the same make and aise.

The tsperature effects on turbine meter performance are maniseated in

several ways. Most obvious is the themal epansion of the meter bore with

an increase in tonerature, Its exact value depends on the materials of

comtruotion. Therual expansion will cause a lower fluid - loeiy and in

tarn) I factr, for a given rate of flow. Thiq effect can be significant

bi In manufacturing circles is felt to be predictable. According to a

leadi ufacturer (8), the correction for thermal expansion of 1000

degrees Fahrenheit is about inus teo percent and is linear.

Other Unerature related phemena are the effects of fluid viscosity

and lubricity. The interaction of thermal expasion and viscosity influences

caused by an incre a in tMerature can conceivably have opposite and at

time canaelling effects.

The teeratw induced viscous effect with oils can be sizeable s

discussed earlier. For water service, this is generally negligible aime

tbine metere operate mst effectively in the region of the viscosity ot

ater (about one centistoke).

10
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3
3

Large increases in the temperature of water cause the m difficult to

analyse problem of didnishing fluid lubricity. The effects of decreasing

fluid lubricity can be significant with wate~r, partioularly at the low end

of the flow range. Its magnitude depends largely on the bearing materials

and design which are used.

high pressure, high teqerature turbine meter calibrations performd

at NIV3CPHILADIV (9) ahowed a marked difference in the performmnce of

moters wbditted by two major manuacturers. In the unsatisfactory meter,

it was found that at high teweratures, large deviations in K factor occurred

dw to increased bearing friction caused by greatly decreased fluid lubricity.

The twuramental design of the typical t bine type moter permits its

ue In high prssure applicationo without fear of catatrophic failures.

The anrfacturer merely selects the approprite weight pipe and end c ea-

i±de'"' (ias-s flanga for high pressure work) to accoodate a given pressure

lovel.

";be two main areas of interest when considering preeare effects on

tm-6ne ietrs are; miuim pressure necessary to prevent cavitation and

pr3,,% pulzatione.

produce medinio al effects on such internal meter parts an the rotor and

bearing. For the pmuposes of this report only the former wil be discussed.

The oaaurre~e of omVltation in a meter autcMatcally indicates the presence

of gases in the liquid flow stream, These pases, are present when the s tatic

presure level is below sn minirm which is a fnction of fluid vapor

- pressure, maxi=m flo rate and mter design. These errors are generally

sop--
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mil1 buat my be a problem inI applications requiring extr'eme accuracy.

To avoid UUi difficulty, it is roomnded that the meter outlet preusure

U. at least 10 psi higher than the uin1n required to prevent vapor feeintion

(6). An operating presurwe of 50 psae will avoid most cavitation problem.

Tkis veau is for liquids of apprziately sero ve.-w prossure and usa3A

be ad, ts d upwards for fluids of higher vapor pressure. iiting thp maxlam

flwmy also avoid cavitation difficultie.

Of greater imortance than cavitation in mest came is the inf luence of

pulsation. in the flo is. This phwmas is present in most system

wh~ch include rotating machinery such as P~mws. The Inunc af pulsation

iA felt to be mwr Importaknt then the relatively signifioant effects of

pressure on viscosity end density of the liquid.

The amlitude wan frequency of the pulsations is dependent upon pressure

level, oonfiguraion of t hg pressurle flo cicutn p sped.

"Fluid Note"" (10) states: "The cfrects of pulsations on a flowuster,

with the possible exception of shunt arrargawnts in branching circuits, is

tomake the meter read an indicated flow mhose average is greater than the

true average". The text also states that it Is the pulsations in flow, not

pressure level, which Influences the performnos of fluid meters. The

direct insiemut of flow pulsations is very difficult as comared to the

wasiwnt of mressure pulsations. Sinms flow pulsations an~ d~jotly

2elamd to pressure pulsations, this probleim is usually considered in term

at the latter.

3h tests conducted by Shafer, et al, (11) it was fovd that calibration

factor increases significantly at low flow rates wben using high pressure

levels wAn high pm "peds. 'These increases were as larg as 1.,16% for

12
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a given moter at a pix speed of 300 rpa. The authors found that pulse

attemiation with a sinle accumulator in line did not greatly miimise te

pulsation effects. The accumulator in conjunction with special fittings

was more suwoesstl.

In emnery, it is important to empuize that a precise high pressure

ealibration is not feaible unless provisions are made for adequate on-

trol of pulsatiors in the flow line.

Density, in itself, is not considered to be a major influence on turn

bine moter performance in liquid flow measurement applications. It is

of s(awhat greater importance in gas flow masurement.

The main difference between gas and liquid measuremnt with a turbine

met6r is the effect of a much lower gas density. The turbine rotor slip

resulting from uonfluid retarding torques (mainly bearing load and magntio

pickup load) is inversely proportional to the density of the fluid ting

masured. The densities of most liquids are relatively high and tleii-

variations with pressure and temperature are 8ull. Therefore, it is not

difficult to design a liquid turbine flometer (except am of very smal

aize) to have sufficiently lyw onmluid retarding toorques so that within

a reasonable operating flow ranga the resulting rotor slip is s aUl. This

is true even though the retarding torque attributable to bearing load my

vary.cosiderably depending upon the lubricity of the fluid being measured.

The effects of denity changes are manifested at the two exUemoa of

the flow range. For eaple, consider&a turbine meter designed to operate over
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a given frequenoy range with liquids of 1.0 specific gravity. If a 1quid

of 1.5 apecific gmvity ia used, there will b6 a 50% inoretqe in driving

force available at the vmxim rated frequency. The differential prssuire

acrose the meter is !mcreased a bimilar amulunt. This increased pressure

d oan reduce the life of the bearings. Convervely, a decreased fluid

6enhiy will reduce the linear range of a meter since at the low end of

the range, the nonflud retarding forcen tend to became large as ocopared

to the driviDg flaid forces.

Fluid density wnile not a major factor in liquid flow measurement applica-

tions should be considered by the engineer. Its influence is predictable

and can be a f£ctor at the high and low enW of the meter flow range.

Conditicm of Fa

The turbine flCweter, fundamentally a velocity sensing mechanism, is

sensitive to nonstandard approach conditions. This sersitivity to abnormal

velocity profiles is one of the problem confronted in applying these mters

to shibpboard use.

The flow characteristics of a fluid stream entering a meter are established

by +Ae piping upmtrean of the meter. When this p1ning is of standard straight

length, norwal roughness, and devoid of disturbance inducing valves, etc.,

the flow intro the meter is "nurmal". A flow disturbance is defined ab any

factor which modifies this flow. These modificatim_ =ak- t tha form of

changes in the normal velocity profile or i, the creation of a aign.fltant

vortex or swirl flow. Vulocity profile changes can be either a skewing

of the normal profile or development of a ns tandard profile shape.

Skewed profiles are caused by w.svetrieal dibturbancee owh P'

valves, regulators, and single or mltiple beals. Abrjpt changes in

zz77
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upstream pipe diameter also cause nonstandard syietrical velocity profiles.

The aet serious of the aforementioned upstream flow abnormalities is

rotational flow or swirl. It. has the effect of changing the angle of

attack between the liquid and the tiu.bine blades with a corrTsponding change

in rotor speed for a constant flow rate. Swirl, present in most piping

syetems, is caused by ame pumps and sharp bends and will not be elimiA-.Ca '1

by using straight lengths of pipi upstream of the mete . To avoid this

problem, straightening vanes or sertions of the f oar recimended by ASE

(12) should be used upstream of the mstex. Two types are shown; the tube

bundle type, and the perforated plate type. The farmer is quite adequate

for removing swirl but is of minimal value in correcting unusual velocity

profiles. The perforated plate type is excellent for both profile and

Sswirl correcticus but is m e ccstly to mwjufacture and causes a larger

permanent presure loss in the ine.

In an effort to minimize zwrl influences on their meters, most manu-

fecturers include simple straighen'.P vunes in their design. These vanes

are only a partial solution at best. Therefore, to obtain high accuracy,

the internal straighteners must be supilemented by flow straighteners

designed primarily to eliminate swirl so that the flow pattern my be

normalized. Where poesa~i, the flow taaightener should be physically

attA~cbed to the meter with both transferred frcm eystem to system as a

unit. Precvutions to eli-inate swirl and maiutala turbulent flow should

be talen if accuracies of one percent or better are desired.

15i
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Manufaoturers custcwri y reconmnd straight pipe requirements of 10

pipe diameters upstream amd 5 pipe diameters dowmtreem. This is a bare

minism. A good general rule is to provide as much profile settling up-

strem piping before the inter as system design will permit. The umamfacturers

downstream reocmndation of 5 diameters is adequate unless som severe

otstruction is placed at this point in the system.

In mst cases, a turbine steor will operate satisfactorily in all

poitims. Sleeve bearing meters are mre valm.,able to orientation effects

than ball bearing iype meters. Such effects are non-nifors and are generally

confined to the lower one third of the meter range.

Orientation can be a factor in two ways; where the mter itself ie in

a vertical line with upward flow as opposed to a horizontal position, and

where the pickup coil is in an angular position during horizontal operation.

Tests run by Shafer (6) show the effect of vertical versus horizontal

operation to be sm"l (0.2%) at maximm flow and increasing graually to 3%

at one tenth of rated flow. These tests were run with a 100 gpm capacity

mter with a fluid whose viscosity was 1.2 centistokes.

Si4ar test. show that for a 180 degree rotatiou of the pickup coil

fro it. norml position during horizontal operation, the difference between

w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ afc the~lO+,W y P4 ~ 44jb V 4--to

an %W a.dw r-t of tbL picLI., 014 IL JCW. WU

percent or more in the lower one third of the meter range. Deviations of

this size are rare but differences in K factor of 0.2 percent are not.

16
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Accurate prediction of the mgr.tudes of these effects is difficult due

to the physical differences between meters of varying manufacture, size and

design. A good general rule is to calibrate the particular meter in the

same position or orientation in which it is to be used.

DYNAMIC RL5PO E

For many years, the turbine type flowmeter was used almst entirely for

steady state flow measurement in rocket and jet engine applications.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in the measurement of instantaneous

values of oscillating flow rates. Thiz new interest causes the transient

response of the turbine type rlowmater to be considered significant.

The transient response of this type of instrument is best described by

Sthe time constant of the rotorwhen subjected to a step change in fluid

velocity. In other words, if an instantaneous increase in flow rate occurs,

the rotor will accelerate from a speed corresponding to the original flow

rate to a speed corresponding to the new flow rate. The tim required to

accelerate the rotor to its new speed (or so percentage of its new speed)

is a measure of the time constant. It is cutmary to compute the time

required to reach a fraction (1-3/e) of the imposed velocity increment,

where e is the base of natural logarithms. This required time is called

the time constant.

rey (13) performed a theoretical analysis on the transient response

of turbine flowmeters in which he predicts time constants of one to ten

milliseconds in response to a step function. The variation In response was

found to be a function of blade angle, meter size and flow rate. It was

17
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also determined that the size of the asamed step Increment of velocity

had no effect on the tiaw constant (i.e. on the time required to reach a

fined percentage of the corresponding rotor speed increment). This id in

accord with expectations for a ater with linear response to flow rate.

SI-ilar experiments conducted at the National Bureau of Standards corroborate

Grey's predicted response time but found pressure wave travel time and

liquid inertia to be an Imortant part of the overall system respome

phencmenon. In manafacturer'a literature, response time of 2-5 ailli-

meconds to as high as 20-50 milliseconds are given. This wide variation

make it lperative that, in areas where quick response is significant,

this value be investigated and evaluated for adequacy prior to purchase of

a given meter.

In many transient applications, pressure wave trawl time and liquid

inertia my be more significant influences than the response of the turbine

aster.

ASSOCiATED INSTR NAMT ION

The turbine flouneter, with an electrical pulse output which is roughly

a linear function of flow rate, lands itself to aamy and varied applications.

Several of these applications in the area of shipboard system automation

include: autosatic data logging, automtic development of tank oontents

information, autuatic control of fuel-tank selection and automatic de-

ballasting control (14). The effective use of the turbine aster In these

ateas required sophisticated and often expensive associated instrumntatdon.

* Thin equipment genarally falls into two categories, digital and analog

readouts. These readout system sense and convert the frecuenev. rattbr

A 18 Ii
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3I
than voltage magnitude, of the signal produced, to units of flow.

I

The digital system, using a conventional electronic counter to indicate

either pulses per unit time or total pulses received frcm the mater, pro-

vides the highest readout precision. These instruments will totalise the

pulses generated by a flometer over a preselected time interval to an

accuracy of plus cr m-4s one pulse. Direct digital readout of flow rate

or total flow can be obtained with electronic counters having selectable

time bases. Where indication in gra~vintric units is desired, instruments

containing provisions for manual adjustment of fluid density must be used.

In a typical industrial application, the floer can be used in series

with a densitcmeter w.th both signals fed into a coputer whose output

drives a mass flow rate indicator or recorder.

SIn the analog system, the mater output is fed into a converter which

generates a DC voltage directly proportional to meter frequency. A null-

balance type instrument, such as a potentiometric indicator, would typically

be used to indicate or record the irgnitude of the generated voltage in

terms of flow rate units of pounds per hour or gallons per minute. The

overall accuracy of a good quality converter-indicator embination is usually

in the area of 1/4 to 1/2 percent of full scale . Because of the slow res-

ponse and internal daping of null-balance indicators they are not appro-

priate for use in fast transient applications. The frequency converter

alone should be designed to have a tire constant equivalent to that of the

flowater. This will provide satisfactory flawmiter-frequency converter

transient performance for many ccmputer and recording applications.

3
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Zr designing a syuten using either digital or analog electronic

equipment, care should be taken to select a readout sensitive enough to

e.ez each and every pulse generated by the flowreter in its operating

range. Also, spurious electrical pulses mst not be permitted to bias the

readout indication. The choice of readout instrmnlation depends upon

the particular application and readout acouracy required. The readout

instrumentation selected should be compatible with the frequency and

voltage ranges of the turbine flowmeters to be used. These valaes vary

widely among the nnufacturers and models available.

CALIBRATION

Calibration of any flow measurement device requires adherencs to the

accepted general principles of flometer calibration practice reocmended

by such authorities as AM (10) and API (15). Precise calibration of

turbine flmters requires a knowledge and control at the previously

dio--cused faetar. which my influence us rt6 pe1 forwl oe.

The basic probler in any calibration system is to insure accurate,

precise and repeatable calibrations while keeping cost within externally

1spomed limits. In a given calibration system, the most accurate calibra-

tion Is obtained by testing the meter at conditions as near as possible to

those encountered in use.

Calitration system can take many forms. The most frequently used

mthods are static weighing system, dynamic weigh system and the com-

parlson method utilising a transfer reference mater. The statio.-iigh

mwthod of flter calibration is considered to be capable of greater

20
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accuracy than dynaio mthods becaue thn latter introduces additional j
dynamic errors (16). Both of these methods are sVerior to the omparison

I

wtho.. It ouit be said, however, that dynamio calibration methods are

advantageous to use since the tim required to perform a calibration is

usually only a fraotion of that required using the static method.

It Is the experience of NVSBCPHILDIV, which uses the static weight

method of calibration shown in Figure 3, that the largest sources of call-

bration error are the result of to~erature, weight end specific gravity

determination. These factors are discussed separately.

Such influences as density, viscosity, and to a leaser extent, flow

condition are some function oi tqrrature. This relatcmahip makes it

imerative that temperturs be measured with calibrated Instrumuts to an

aocuracy of 1 F or better. A ova deree error In temierat-e measurement

coarrspond to an uncertainty of about 0.08% In the volm-oweight ratio

of a hydrocarbon fuel.* Probable i luid temperature variations within a

system make it importent to locate the sensor as cloe to the tot moter

as possible. To avoid the effects of teqerature stratification in a pipe-

line, the sensor should also semle a large percentage of the flow stream.

The leut comt of the weigh scale used determins the quantity which

mt be weighed to acquire acceptabli weight resolution. For scales with

)a 1/4 poud least count, a normal calibration run of 100 gillow, weigh"n

21
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a nomnal 800 pounds, would produce a weight uncertainty of about 0.03%.

Scales should be oalibrated periodioally in order to -a~intoiu the desired

level of calibration accuracy. Records of these calibrations should be

kept to permit detectiou or deleterious trends in scale calibration.

Fluid ~ecif ic Gravity

It in our experience that the largest single source of error in oil

calibrations is the specific gravity determiation, usually expressed in

degrees API. Inaccurate gravity determination will affect all subsequent

calculations which make use of this value, e.g., gallons per pound or itU

reciprocal. ASTM D287-55, GRAVITY OF PITIOLEMM PRODUCTS, notes that the

degree of repeatability of the API measurement by hydroeter (which is the

method most often used) is about *0.2 API. An error of 0.2 will produce an

error of approximately 0.14% In the conversion from weight to volume.

These factors are the most significant in a static gravinetric oall-

bration. Such effects as air baoyanoy and fluid pressure are present but

are relatively insignificant.

There are a nuer of costly dynaic weighing calibrators available

io rcially today. These systems are used where the time oonsming

aspect of static systems is undesirable. Usually dyamio oblibrators

determine the time interval required to collect a preselecod weight of

liquid, the weighing being performd whl the Liquid in entering the scale)i

tank or other eight-determining ollector. 1.. = the typical dynmic

weighing calibrator shown in Figure 4, it can be seen that three Important

dynamic phencusa talm place during the weigh cycle. They are: the chmn0

2_ __
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in impact force between initial and final weigh points; the collection of

an extra amount of fluid from the f iWng ,.3lumn by the rising level in

the tank; and the change in inertia of the scale and weigh tank with a

resultant change in time required to accelerate the weigh beam past the

timer trip point (17). The effect of these factors though not discussed

hare in quantitative terms, is to mame the dynamic calibrator a sophisticated

and costly device which can only be used econcically where a large volume

of oalibratiows are performed.

In using either calibration system, care must be taen to provi ' a'e-

quate control of the flow pattern. While each meter contains integral

straightening vanes, the calibration system should include flow norualizera

from the types discussed earlier. The system should also refrain frcs using

tsuch disturbance produoers a valves or elbows near the test meter. A

useful guide to distances to be used under various conditions is provided

by ASM (32).

A turbine meter calibration system. whether static or dynamic in

principle, mist use certified standards of mass, time, temperature and

density to prouoe precise calibralions. Piping should be desig 4 so that

disturbances peculiar only to the calibrator are not induced.

Performance characteristics of the turbine flowmeter were found to be

very ell documented. The qualitative effects oC various combinations of

envirmental conditions are well known. Precise quantitative 6eteradnatio

of these efrects on meter performance is difficult since they are a functio

25
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c et icr design, size, mwiufacturer, age, upstream piping ooV'rgUrtion end

sa other factors.

Future iprovements in the turbin- meter field seen mt promising in

the areas of materials technology, bearing design and in the reduction in

cost cf comact and durable peripheral electronic equipment. Ixproved

materials and bear' gs would expand the already wide range of c rcial

applications but would not be of imdiate va ..! P -, the Fleet. It is felt

that a less costly meter-readout package, withct copromising pertormnce,

could make the turbine meter a deoirable alternative in meeting the future

needs of the Fleet. This is particularly true in the area of semi or fully

automated ships of the future where meter outputs would be used as control

inputs.

Heretofore, the turbine meter has not been used widely on shipboard for

reasons Inluding its inherent weaknesses and the 'equirewnta of existing

shipbuilding specificatLons. The principal factor prohibiting their ue is

the access flange requirement which says that the meter interior parts =at

be capable of removal without removing the meter from the pipeline. Develop-

ment of a turbine meter with this capability would permit its widespread use

in such areas as fueling-at-sea and condensate flow measurement.

Dvelopmnt by the Industry of devices which would serve to staudardize

if not normalize the condition of the flow streaum would be desirable. An

exaqle in this area is a turt-ulence producing device, highly repeatable in

effect, which in performing its function would not introduace greater problems

than it would jolve. This device could be either an integral part of the

meter or a separate unit to be installed at some point upstream of the meter.

26
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The information obtained in this survey provided the innoi ne(A8sary 1
for preparation of a proposed detail military speci ication on Vie turblne

meter and could, if called upon, be the base for preparation of 6pplication

guidelines and standard practices for tb'>.- UE.

For the aforementioned reasons, tre or Li-ur.-y -*lnned broad based

test program is considered unnecessary and will *ict be conducted. However,

future advances in the field will be closely monitored and test program

initiated as deemed necessary.

RECCMLENDATIONS

So that Fleet flow measurement practices may keep pace with future needs

and developments in such areas as shipboard automation and fueling-at-sea,

actively encourage application of the turbine meter where it is copLtLible

with existing requirements.

Toward this end, solicit the cooperation of turbine meter manufac -urere

in developing and subsequently producing a turbine meter which can satisfy

the access flange requirement of shipbuilding specifications. At the saw

time, re-evaluate existing shipbuilding specifications for possible areas

of ievision. If development of the redesigred turbine meter is not acca-

plished or specification revisions are found to be impossible, investigate

other meter types with a pulse output which can meet the access flange

requirement and my also be capable of driving direct totalizing -evices.

Prepare standard practices and application guidelines £oz the turbine

seter and any other meter type deemed appropriate 'cr sia.lar uses.

Encov.m'age development of a flow condition stanardizing mechanism

which might circumvent appxoach effects on most velocity sensing meters.

27i.
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